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ABSTRACT: Accurate modeling of the photon acquisition process in pinhole SPECT is essential
for optimizing resolution. In this work, the authors develop an accurate system model in which pin-
hole finite aperture and depth-dependent geometric sensitivity are explicitly included. To achieve
high-resolution pinhole SPECT, the voxel size is usually set in the range of sub-millimeter so that
the total number of image voxels increase accordingly. It is inevitably that a system matrix that
models a variety of favorable physical factors will become extremely sophisticated. An efficient
implementation for such an accurate system model is proposed in this research. We first use the
geometric symmetries to reduce redundant entries in the matrix. Due to the sparseness of the ma-
trix, only non-zero terms are stored. A novel center-to-radius recording rule is also developed to
effectively describe the relation between a voxel and its related detectors at every projection angle.
The proposed system matrix is also suitable for multi-threaded computing. Finally, the accuracy
and effectiveness of the proposed system model is evaluated in a workstation equipped with two
Quad-Core Intel X eon processors.
KEYWORDS: Image reconstruction in medical imaging; Gamma camera, SPECT, PET PET/CT,
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1 Introduction
Single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) combined with a pinhole collimator can
provide high resolution imaging for small animals [1–3]. Because conventional pinhole SPECT
imaging assumes ideal pinhole geometry, neglect of pinhole’s finite aperture leads to adverse qual-
ity degradation and resolution loss. In addition, since many important SPECT isotopes, like In-111
(171,250 keV) and I-131 (364 keV), have been applied to small animal molecular imaging. High
energy photon penetration and scattering close to pinhole aperture will affect the spatial resolution
and the sensitivity of a pinhole system due to broadening the tails of point spread function. Many
recent studies have shown significant development in analytic formulation of pinhole aperture pen-
etration [4–6].
Iterative image reconstructions can improve on the image quality through their ability to model
the underlying physics between the source distribution and the sinogram of collected photons, as
well as through their explicit modeling of the statistical variability of limited photon detection [7].
Such an improvement is achieved by using a well-designed system matrix. Previous research results
have also demonstrated that detailed system modeling can greatly improve quantitation accuracy.
Suppose that the effective size of pinhole aperture can be determined either by analytic deriva-
tion or measurement. Our goal is to construct an accurate fully 3D system matrix which models
finite aperture and includes depth-dependent detector response. We also address the issues of effi-
cient implementation like, efficient matrix storage and fast projection operations. The proposed sys-
tem model is also suitable for a multi-threaded platform to further speedup numerical computation.
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Figure 1. (a) Ideal pinhole aperture. (b) Photon detection model for ideal pinhole: the probability of
detecting a photon is inversely proportional to the distance between the incident photon and the center of the
detector.
2 Materials and methods
2.1 Iterative pinhole SPECT image reconstruction
Let x = {x j, j = 1, . . . ,J} denote unknown source image with each element x j representing the
rate of single photon emission from the j-th image voxel. Let yi represent the measured projec-
tion data along the single bin i. We assume that the emission sinogram y = {yi, i = 1, . . . , I} of
3D pinhole SPECT are independent Poisson-distributed photon counts with the mean sinogram
{y¯i, i = 1, . . . , I}. Iterative image reconstruction requires a system matrix (or projection matrix) P





Pi, jx j (2.1)
The matrix P is basically designed according to the physical geometry of pinhole SPECT. The
element Pi, j is the detection probability of a single photon emitting from image voxel i, passing
through the pinhole aperture, and being detected by detector j. Based on Poisson nature of the
emission data, the unknown SPECT image can be reconstructed by many iterative reconstruction
algorithms, such as maximum likelihood expectation maximization (MLEM) [8] and ordered sub-
sets expectation maximization (OSEM) [9].
2.2 Finite aperture pinhole
For an ideal pinhole in figure 1(a), the pinhole collimator has an infinitely small aperture. For
an incident single photon, it can be assumed that the incident photon will be detected by four
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Figure 2. (a) The projection of a simulated light source from a single voxel through the pinhole with finite
aperture. (b) The detection probability is proportional to the intersection of projection area with detector
surface.
neighboring detectors as shown in figure 1(b). For each detector, the probability value to detect a
photon is assumed to be inversely proportional to the distance between the incident photon and the
detector center.
For a real pinhole collimator, we assume that the effective size of aperture can be determined
either by theoretic derivation or physical measurement. Consider all the possible directions of
photon rays emitted from one image voxels. If we collect all those rays that could pass through
(including penetration) the pinhole, these rays would form a cone-beam as shown in figure 2(a).
The number of detectors that could receive these rays will be more than four detectors. Hence, the
computation of detection probability using distance reciprocal is less appropriate, since detectors
will have non-uniform detection area which could intersect with the incident photon flux as shown
in figure 2(b). Therefore, we suggested a system model which can more accurately describe effects
of a finite aperture in the photon detection process [3].
3 Experiments and discussions
In this study, we simulate a BioScan NanoSPECT system. There are four detector plates (heads)
in this system. The pinhole aperture diameter is set to be 1.5 mm. The radius of rotation (ROR) is
45 mm and the focal length is 130 mm. The sizes of projection data are 256×256 pixels indexed
with 64 projection angles (16 for each head). The reconstructed volume is a cylinder with radius
20 mm and length 20 mm. The sizes of a reconstructed 3D image are 128×128×128. Based on
this system configuration, the system P matrix has an unacceptable storage size about 32 tera bytes.
The attempts to reduce storage requirement are to use the geometric symmetries between scanner
and cubical image volume, and the sparseness nature of projection operations.
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Figure 3. A schematic diagram of 4-fold rotation symmetry. Voxels 1, 13, 16, and 4 share the same detection
probability along the projection angles 0, 90, 180, and 270 degrees, respectively.
3.1 Storage reduction using geometric symmetries
First, we consider the rotational symmetry as illustrated in figure 3. Voxel 1 projecting on 0 degree
is essentially similar to voxels 13, 16 and 4 projecting on 90, 180 and 270 degrees, respectively.
There is only one set of projection probabilities required to perform these four independent projec-
tions. This symmetry is referred to the 4-fold rotation symmetry which reduces the storage size by
a factor of 4.
Mirroring is the second geometric symmetry of consideration. Consider a plane perpendicular
to a detector plane and passing through the center of pinhole. This plane will separate an imaging
object into two halves as shown in figure 4. A voxel on the upper half and projecting along the
direction of the plane shares the same projecting property of its mirrored counterpart on the lower
half, which reduces the storage size by another factor of 2.
3.2 Variant detector response and matrix sparseness
Since a photon emission passing through pinhole will not interact with all detectors, this means that
the system P matrix is very sparse. The size of matrix can further reduced by neglecting those zero
elements. However, the detector response with respect to each voxel is spatially variant due to the
depth-dependent effect. In this work, we proposed a center-to-radius (CR) recording rule, which
the detection location of photon emitting from a voxel and trans-passing through pinhole, and the
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Figure 4. A schematic diagram of 2-fold mirroring symmetry. The detection probability of a voxel on the
upper half is as the same as its mirrored counterpart on the lower half.
(a) (b)
Figure 5. (a) The projection spread of a simulated light source from a single voxel through the pinhole
with finite aperture. (b) The number of non-zero detection probability is proportional to the intersection of
projection area, which can effectively expressed by center-to-radius recording rule.
radius containing all possible involved neighboring detectors due to the finite aperture, as shown in
figure 5.
3.3 Final storage and multi-threaded implementation
Combing the geometric symmetries and CR recording rule, the final storage of the system P matrix
is reduced from the original 32 tera bytes down to 1.075 mega bytes. Due to the independence
among various geometric symmetries, forward and backward projections based the proposed P
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matrix can effectively computed under a multi-threaded computing environment in parallel manner.
We used a workstation equipped with two Quad-Core Intel Xeon processors and 4GB RAM. The
execution time for 1, 2, 4, and 8 threads are 2786, 1405, 711 and 390 seconds, respectively.
4 Conclusion
Geometric properties of pinhole SPECT can provide about 8-fold symmetries in total. Further re-
duction can be achieved via sparseness of system matrix. Due to the independence among symme-
tries, the proposed system P matrix is suitable for efficient parallel computation in a multi-threaded
environment, while maintains the accuracy of system matrix and reduces execution time of iterative
reconstructions.
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